Skills Necessary for Different Careers and Life

Student

Date

Grade

Name of Evaluator
The following list of skills and behaviors are involved with many different careers. From your knowledge and
observations of the student, please rate him/her. Some of the items have an example in parenthesis ( ).

Skills or Behaviors

Unable
To Do

1.

Has fine motor finger skills (button shirt)

2.

Has gross motor hand control (clapping)

3.

Visual discrimination ability (size, shape, color)

4.

Can follow simple written directions (1-2 steps)

5.

Can follow simple verbal directions (1-2 steps)

6.

Can follow 3-4 steps written directions

7.

Can follow 3-4 step oral directions

8.

Can follow visual directions

9.

Can plan and organize tasks

10. Has skills with basic hand tools (screwdriver)
11. Writing is neat and legible
12. Has problem solving abilities
13. Has verbal skills to communicates thoughts
14. Able to learn tasks/skills quickly
15. Able to read basic information (safety signs)
16. Can do math without calculator
17. Can do math with calculator
18. Can read and understand information

Limited
Ability

Able to
To Do

Unknown
If can Do

Skills or Behaviors

Unable
To Do

19. Can us a ruler/tape measure accurately
20. Is able to work independently (no supervisor)
21. Asks questions when confused or learning
22. Is patient with others
23. Has persistence to keep working on task
24. Pays attention to details of tasks
25. Willing to work and put forth effort
26. Interacts with other appropriately (polite)
27. Can concentrate on task to complete
28. Has creative or artistic skills (draw)
29. Is able to stand for at least 45 minutes
30. Is neat and clean about appearance
31. Can work with other cooperatively
32. Is able to manage their money
33. Is on-time for responsibilities
34. Is dependable for completing tasks
35. Able to share with others

Additional comments to help describe the student:

Limited
Ability

Able to
To Do

Unknown
If can Do

